Wc study dynamicaí systems in the non-Archimedean number fields (i.e. fields with non-Archimedean valuation). The mal» resuíts are obtained for the fields of p-adic numbers and complex p-adic numbers. Aíready the simplest p-adic dynamical systems have a very rich structure. There exist attractors, Siegel disks and cycles. There also appear new structures such as "fuzzy cycles". A prime number p plays the role of parameter of a dynamical system. The behaviour of the iterations depends on this parameter very rnuch. In fact, by changing p we can change crucially dic behaviour attractors may hecome centers of Siegel disks and vice versa, cycles of different length may appear and disappear...
Introduction
During the last 100 years p-adic numhers were considered only in pure mathematics. But last years numerous applications of these numbers to theoretical physics were proposed by l.Volovich, P. Freund, E. Witten, G. Farisi, 1. Arefeva, E. Marinan, 8 . Dragovic (stning theory, see [1] , [5] , [11] , [16] , [17] ), V. Vladimirov, E. Zelenov (quantum rnechanics) [15] , A. Khrennikov (p-adic valued p}íysical observables) [6] and many others, see the books [7] , [15] . A number of inodels of p-adic physics might not be described by the ordinary tbeory of probability based on Kolmogorov's axiomatic [10] . A new class of probability modeis, padic valued probability models, xvas investigated in [7] . Here p-adic probabilities are defined as limits of relative frequencies VN = Stany De Smedt, Andrew Khrenn¡kov witlí respect to a p-adic metric on the fleid of rational numbers Q (frequencíes are always rational numbers) . There exist random sequences see [7] ,~vhere limite of VN do not exist in R, but they exist in oíu= of the p-adic number fielde Q,. This situation can be considered as the classification of chaos. A sequence, which is totally clíaotic from the real point of view, rnay have a definite p-adic structure.
lii the present paper we study dynamical systems (witlí analytic functions) in non-Archirnedean number fields. The most :iríteresting examples of such flelds are the fields Q~of p-adic nurnbers aííd C~of complex p-adic numbere. Wc start with general resulte for an arbitrary non-A rehimedean fleld 1< and then apply these resulte to study the behaviour of the dynamical system y x"in Q~, and C~. Already tuis simplest dynamical system has a very rich structure. Wc obtain sorne general resulte about this dynamical system. However, many propertice of tuis dynarnical syetem change crucially by clianging p. Here Wc could not flnd some general laws 1, but we illustrate these properties by numerous examples. Wc further continue these investigations with t}íe aid of a computer with the aid of the complex of programe for p-adic dynarnical systems.
As xve hope that tuis paper would be intereeting for ecierítiste working in applications (mathematical physics, dynarnical systems, chaos), WC prescnt MI l)rirnary notione about non-Archimedean flelds and p-adic nurnbers (eec, for example, [4] , [13] ) in the next section. The Iast inequality is the welI known triangle axiom. A valuation is said to be non-Archimedean if the stroíig triangle axiom bolds, i.e.
¡x + Vir = max(¡z¡r, ¡y¡p).
(lj A fleid E with a non-Archimedean valuation is said to be a non- 
Set Ur(a) = {x E 1<
-a¡g =I,a E I<,r > 0. This is by definition a closed bali in 1< with center in a of radius it The term "closed bali" is only a terminoiogy. [u fact, these baUs are at the same time closed and open ("dopen"). We introduce also open balís U7(a) = {a E 1< -ajg < 4 which are also dopen sets. Set Sr(a) = {x E 1< [x -aig = 4. This is by definition the splíere in 1< with center in a of radius it It is also a dopen set.
Ihe following simple fact will be very useful for us Lemma2.1.
LetaE Sí(o). ThenSí(0)\UI(a)G Sí(a).
Set ¡K¡ = {r = ¡z¡g z E 1=). A function f Ur(a) -+ It, r E 11<1 is said to be analytic ib it is expanded luto a po~ver series 1(z) = Z~o f»(z -a)~, 1~. E 1<, which converges uniformly on the bali It(a).
Set ¡¡f¡¡,. = max, ¡f~~grfl. This is the norm on the space of analytic fuuctions f it(a) -* 1< (see, for example, [4] for the theory of auaiytic fuuctions).
TIíe fícíd of real nuínbers R is constructed as the coíi~pletion of tite ficid of rational ííumbers Q with respect to the metric p(z, y) = [zvhere ¡ . 1 is tlíe usual valuation given by the absolute value. The Iields of p-adic numbers Q~are constructed in a correspouding way, by using otíter valuatious. For any prime uurnber the p-adic valuation ¡, is dcfiííed iii tite following way. First we define it for natural íumbers.
Every natural number u can be represented as the product of prime numbers u = 2r23r3 ... pr~Then we define ¡uL, = p-r~, and set ¡OIr = O and 1 -u¡~= ¡uI~. We extend the definition of the p-adic valuation ¡ ¡, to Ml rational numbers by setting for m~O ¡u/m¡~= IuIp/Iml,. The completion of Q with respect to the metric pp(zí y) = Ir -v1, is the locally compact field of p-adic numbers Q,,. It is weii known (Ostrovsky's theorem), see [4] , [13] , that 1 and ¡ . ¡, are the only possibie valuations on Q. The p-adic valuation satisfies the strong triangle iuequality. Denote the ring of p-adic integers by Z~(= llí(0)).
For any z E Q~we have a unique canonical expansion (converging iu the 1 ¡~-uorm ) of the form x=anp+•..+ao+...±akp~ (3) where a5 = 0,1, ...,p -1, are the "digits" of the p-adic expausion. We shall use tirie following property of the binomial coefficients C,~-a! k =u ¡C, §j~= 1. Ihe proof can be achieved by observing that the binomial coeflicient b(a-b) is integer and, therefore, its p-adic norm is < 1.
Denote the ring of residue classes with respect to muZ u by F,~, F,~= {0,I,...,u-1};F, is its m ultiplicative semigroup (if u = p is a prime, then E, is a fleid). Using (3) it is easy to show that Z,,/pZ, = 1%. As usual we introduce the factor map Z, -* E71, x -* x.
The greatest commou divisor of natural numbers u and m is denoted by (u, m). U (u, m) = 1, then u and m are called relatively prime.
Denote the algebraic closure of Q1, by Q. It is an infinite dimensional space over Q,. We note that an extension of any finite order of Q, is not aigebraically closed. The p-adic valuation ¡.¡~, can be extended cauonically to the valuation on Q~(seo [4] , [13] ). However, the fleld is uot complete with respect to this valuation. By Krasuer's theorem The foliowing two results can be found, bar example, in [4] , [13] . To find fixed points and cycles of functions f(z) = x" in Ql,, we have to know whether the roots of unity belong to Ql,. Denote by ¿,, 1 = 1,2,..., a prímitive lth root of 1 in C 71. We are interested whether ¿¡ E Q,. (a)} of tlíe period n. Hero tlíe spheres Sa(a), p < y, are invariant spheres of tilo map f"(x)
As usual in tite tlíeory of dynamical systems, we can fiud attractors repelíers and Siegel disks using properties of the dérivative of f(z).
Lot a be a periodic point with period u of the C'-fuííctioíí g U -* U.
for allxyEUr(a). 
Proof. Wc coíísider the case
p,p >0.
Iv
By analyticity of f on Un(a) we have a(R) =¡¡f¡¡n/R 2 <~. As o}r) =a(R) for any r < R we get
r,vEUr (a)
Hence, if fi(a) # 0, then there exists r > O satisfying (5) . 13y (2) we obtain (6) for such r. U a is an arbitrary attractive point, thon again by (7) there exists
Consequently, a is an attractor of (4) 
aud ¿Ir(a) c A(a).
We note that (in tite case of an attractive poiíít) thíe conditioíí (8) is less restrictive titan tlíe condition (5).
To study dynamical systems for nonanahytic functions, we can use tIte following titeorem of non-Arcitimedean analysis [13] 
However, Theorem 3.1 is more useful br our coíísideratioíís, because Thteorcín 3.2 is a so-called "existence thoorern". This theorcni (¡oes ííot say aííytiting about tite value of s. Titus we caíínot estiínato tIte voltíííie
Stany De Smedt, Andrew ¡=7hrennikov
of .4(a) or SI(a). Theorem 3.1 gives us sucit possibility. We need only to test one of tite conditions (8) or (5). Moreover, the case fi(a) = O is "a pathological case" for nonanalytic functions of a non-Arcitimedean argument. For example, titere exist functions g wbich are not Iocally constant but for whicit g' 0.
In our analytic framework we Lave not such problems.
Tite Julia setJf for tite dynamical system (4) 
Títus iii tite case (np) = 1 tite motion of a point in tite bah! UI (1) is very coínphicated. It moyos cyclic (with different periods) around atí infinite í¡umber of centers.
Examples. Lot vi = 2 in ahí foliowiííg examples. Tiíus ah 3k-cycles (and only they) are locatod in the bali UV (1) .
Nowwefind In particular, if (n,p) = 1 (i.e. aH fixed points and k-cycles are centers of Siegel disks), titere is no sucit comphicated motion around a group of centors in UI(1)(=UI/,,(1)). Thus tite number of k-cycles for tite dynamical system p271(z) coincides witit tite corresponding number for tite dynamical system p2(x). An extended analysis of the dynamical system p2(x) will be presented after Proposition 5. (1) UI¡7 (3),Uí/7(5) aro attracted by -~(J) (by tite baus ¿4/7(2) and U~¡7(4) respoctivoly). Tite last example shows us titat sometimos it can be interesting to study, not only cycles of points, but also cycles of baus. Wo propose the fohlowing general definition.
Lot z -* g(x), z E Q,,, be a dyííamical systeín. lf there exists balís Ur (a5), 5 = 1, ...,íi, such that itorations of tite dynaínical systcm generato tite cycle of bahís y(f) = ((ir(a1) , ..., Ur(an)), (r = p',t = 0±1,...)thoíí it is callod a fuzzy cycte of tito longtit u and tIte radius r. Of courso, vio suppose titat tite balís in tIte fuzzy cycle do uGt coincide. '[líe situa.tioíí wi tit fiízzy cycles of rad ius ¡ < t/p is moro Co lii ph-cated.
Examples. Lot p = 3, vi = 2. Titere exist 2-cycles of radius r = 1/9 whicit do not correspond to any ordinary cycle. For example,~(Í) = (4,7). Furtiter diere exist fuzzy 6-cycles with r = 1/27; fuzzy 18-cycles wítit r = 1/81,... Tite behaviour of tite dynamical system on tite intermediate set is not described by our general titeorems. It must be investigated in each concrete case.
3). As tk are odd numbers, titen~must also be an odd number. Titerefore titere are no k-cycles (It > 1) for p = 3,5,17 and br any prime number witich itas tite form p -+ 1 [14] . In titese cases INI',, 2 does not contain any poriodic point. By Proposition 5.4 ¡NT,,2 is attracted by tite Siegel disk Uí/~(1). 4). Lot p = 7. Titore m¡. can be equal to 1 or 3. As m2 = 3, titere are only 2-cycles. It is easy to sitow titat tite 2-cycle is unique. By Proposition 5.4 ¡NT,,2 is attracted by tite Siegel disk UI/,,(1) and tite fuzzy 2-cycle~(f) = (UI/,,(2),U ¶/,,(4)) which corresponds to tite ordinary two cyche. 5). Let p = 11. Tiíere ni¡. = 1 or 5. As ni2 = ni3 = 1 and ni4 = 5, tiíere exist only 4-cycles. Titere is only ono 4-cycle y(Es). 6). Lot p = 13. Titere ni,. = 1 or 3. As ni2 = 3, titero oxists only tite (unique) 2-cycle. 7 ). Let p = 19. Ihero ni,. = 1 or 3, or 9. As ni 2 = 3, titoro ís a (unique) 2-cycle. However, altitougit ni4 = 3, diere are no 4-cyclos, because ni4 divides ni3. As ni6 = 9 does not divide ni2, ...,m5, titere oxist 6-cyches and titere are no k-cycles witit k > 6. Titere is only ono 6-cycle 8) . Lot p = 2.3. Titere ni,. = 1 or 11. Diroct computations sitow that titero are no k-cychos for tite first It = 2, ...,9. As ni10 = 11, titere is a (unique) 10-cyclo. Itere are no k-cyches with It > 10.
9). Lot p = 29. Itere ni~= 1 or 7. As ni3 = 7 and ni2 = 1, thore exist only 3-cycles. It is oasy to show that titero are two 3-cycles and y(¿~). 11). Lot p = 37. Titere ni,. = 1,3,9. As ni2 = 3, titere exists a (uniquo) 2-cycle. As ni6 = 9 and ni2 = ni4 = 3, ni3 = ni5 = 1, titere exist 6-cycles. It is easy to sitow titat titere is tite unique 6-cycle:~y(Ea).
Titere are no k-cycles, It != 2,6. 12). Lot p = 41. Titore ni,. = 1,5. As ni4 = 5 and ahí previous = 1, diere oxist 4-cyches. It is easy to sitow titat titis cycle is uniquo y(¿~). Titere are no It-cycles witit It~4.
It is sufliciently complicated to continuo titeso computations for largo p.
It is interesting titat Wc itave never observod any 5 or 7-cycio. Do titoy exist? According to our formaiism. titis question is reduced to tite following question of number theory Are thero prime numbers p such that p = 1 mod 31 or mod 127? As 31 and 127 are prime numbers, thíeíí by tite Dirichlet titoorem (seo. for example, [14] , p.129) titero exist an iíífinite nuruber of sucit prime numbers p.
Furtiter westudy tite beitaviour of tite dynamicah systom p2(x) on tite intermediate set. We consider tite case p != 2 witere titis set is described by (9) . Wc sitahí use tite folhowing resuít. One of tite problems, whicit arise in our computer investigations of padic dynamicah systems, is titat we could not propose a reasonable way to create p-adic pictures whicit couhd illustrate our numerical results. However, this is a general problem of tite p-adic framework, since ituman brain couhd understand onhy pictures in real space. Some results of this paper were pubhisited in tite proprint [8] (see also [91for apphications).
